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ABSTRACT

The s t a t i c l i m i t of a pseudoscalar symmetric meson theory of nuclear

forces i s examined. The Born-Oppenbeimer p o t e n t i a l i s determined for the

case of two veiy heavy nucleons exchanging pseudoscalar i sovee tor pions with

non- l inear coupl ing . I t i s found t h a t the non- l inear terms induced by the y

coupling a re eance l led by the a d d i t i o n a l pion-nucleon coupling of the non-

l i n e a r o model. The nucleon-nucleon p o t e n t i a l thus obtained i s t he same

as the Yukawa p o t e n t i a l except for s t r eng th a t d i f f e ren t separa t ions between

the tvo nucleons.
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I . IHTRODUCTICW

l l 2)
In two papers ' by Fronsdal and Huff, these authors have devised

a method in order to find the stat ic limit of various field theories. They
find the interaction energy between two infinitely massive nucleons exchanging
isoveetor mesons with mass y • Their method i s to solve the field equations
after localizing the two nucleons a distance r apart and to find the
equations of motion for the spin and isospin matrix elements relative to the
two-nucleon s ta tes . This method notably avoids the perturbation expansion
and finds directly the effective Hamiltonian by the use of the equations of
motion. For large separations between the nucleons, the Born-Oppenheimer
potential tends to the ordinary Yukawa potential. At small distances,

deviations from the Yukawa potential are due to spin and isospin inert ial
effects and determined by the solution of a complicated set of transcendental
equations. However, these modifications turn out to be veiy weak down to

distances r < — In the case of v,- theory, they find that , aside from
the spin and isospin iner t ia! effects which can be ignored at intennediary
distances(around 1 F), there is an additional and larger two-pien exchange
effect. The Born-Oppenheimer potential in this case tends to the pure
Yukava potential for large values of r , while a significant deviation
from i t comes into play at intermediate separations.

A close examination shows that the potential begin to be significantly
modified already at about r = 3.5 F, and develops si pole at r =1.25 F .
I t is our feeling that this pole is coming too early in the intermediate
region of nuclear forces, and the magnitude by which i t modifies the Yukawa
potential seems to be too large. This remains true even if one t r ies to
move the pole inwards by taking into account the effect of the finite size
of the nucleons.

Lately , Gross has shown that the nucleoa-nucleon interaction in
the s ta t ic limit develops a repulsive core at very email distances due to
the re la t iv is t ic structure that governs the system of two nucleons exchanging
a meson. He also found a pole in the potential but at a much smaller distance
than that of Fronsdal and Huff. Gross found a pole at r < O.k F and obtained
good f i ts to the Reid soft core potentials outside this value of r . One
point we should rnaie clear here, that i s , we do not attach any fundamental
significance to poles In nuclear forces. I t is only that , in attempting to
find the nucleon-nucleon potential, one i s obliged to rely on some
approximation, and naturally fails to find the potential at a l l distances.
I t Is the purpose of this paper to demonstrate that the exagerated
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modlfications to the Yukawa potential coming about from the y^ coupling
could be remedied by the use of the additional pion-nucleon coupling of the
non-linear a model ^'•5i»°J> I D t h e i^ght of the success of this model
in explaining pion-nucleon and pion-pion scattering, i t 1B .desirable to find
out i f i t can help understanding the nucleon-nucleon interaction as well.
Some work was carried out in this direction, where the two-^ion contribution
to the nucleon—micleon interaction was calculated and checked with the
phase shift analysis.

I I . THE HOH-UBEAB COUFLUTG

I f ip denotes the nucleon f i e ld and

of the pion f i e l d , the i n t e r ac t i on Lagrangian densi ty we take i s

IT the th ree components

where the first term Is the usual Y 5 coupling, while the second term is

the additional non-linear coupling terms as in model B of Oupta and Weihofen

It is understood that the square root actually stands for its series

expansion; and we shall keep only the first non-linear term in such an

expansion. But, before doing that, we shall obtain first the field equations

and then suppress the higher order terms in these equations. The system to

which application is intended eonsita of two nueleons interacting through

the intermediary of the pion field. The field equations for each of the

nueleons and the pion are

(D

where ve have put „ IT To obta in the s t a t i c l i m i t we introduce the

l a rge and the small components of the nucleon f i e l d
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and the following reptesentation of tike f matrices in terms of 2 by 2

matrices

- l

The field equations now reduce to

(51

Following Fronsdal and Huff, the firBt approximation i s based on the idea
that these interacting nucleone remain identifiable as nucleonB with poaitl-re
energy in spite of the interaction; hence i t is not valid at very small
distances. In Eq.(5), we replace iv by Mv because the energy of each
nucleon is of the order M , so we find

which allows v to be eliminated from Eqs.tU) and (6), with the resuitB
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The next step 1B to drop tie term (5-$l2 • T 2 in tB) nnd the term

($u*«c) (?«?uj la (9). The Idea Is that the potential can lie determined by

e-vnluating the Hamiltonian with kinetic-energy terms left out. Thus ve

obtain the final equations for the quantized fields

t- U. (M)

Comparing these equations with those obtained by Fronsdal and Buff for the
Y5 theory, one notices that there is no linear term in J» a* they have found
in the source function of the pion field equation. To be specific, Eqs.(lO)
and (11) are to be compared respectively with Eqs.(2.il) and (2,12) of Hef.2,
It is clear that there is no linear tens in u> on the right-hand Bide of

-2
Eq.(ll) here; and this points to the cancellation of the- term - ~ ^ u*u
present in Eo.. (2.12) of Ref.£. In the meanvhile, had ve suppressed the non-
linear terms before introducing the large and small components of the nueleon
field, ve would have obtained exactly the same result of Fronsdal and Buff.
However, ignoring these con-linear terms at this stage, one i s led to a
different set of field equations. The procedure we shall follow i s to
consider the field equations when al l non-linear terms are neglected, and
later i f only lowest order non-linear terms are included. As a first step,
we shall suppress al l non-linear terms in both Eqs.(lO) and (11), and we
obtain

= Mu. _ ^ (12)

(13)

We new take matrix elements of 9 and T a between tvo-Ducleon states.
'a a

Exactly as vas done by Fronsdal and Huff, ve neglect all the matrix elements.

3Ue field* j»a is split into two parts, <
f» la where
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that part whose source Is micjeon i , and aelf-interaetloiw are neglected.
Localizing the two nucleons at x

matrix equations

and at x « a^ , ve can derive the

irf (15)

The indices i and J take the ralues 1 and 2 with i jl J and refer to
the two nucleons. Ens.(l!*) and (15) are the same as those obtained by
Fronsdal ana Huff in the case of the non-relatiiristic gradient coupling.
The first member of the commutator in (lk) will be identified as the static
Hamiltonian

X = 5;
(16)

When spin and isospin inertial effects are ignored, this expression for H .

leads to the pure Yukawa potential, that is

(17)

where

taken

|^ ||j| » 0.08 is the "fine structure constant", and we have

\T as the unit of length.

f2

Hov, one asks how this Yukawa potential would be modified by the non-
linear terms we have neglected. We are going to keep only the lowest order
non-linear terms in the field equations (10) and ( l l ) , hence we obtain
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Again, we take matrix elements of Cfi and

The matrix elements will then be

T a between two-nucleon states

fe

(• *,
(21)

In Eq.(20), ve have ignored terms vhich give r ise to velocity dependent terms

In the potential since we are seeking the Born-Qppenheiaer potential in the

atatic l imit . To be specific, we ignored the following expression:

The inatrix eleanent of this quantity, between tnjcleon s ta tes , is

where p and p1 are the i n i t i a l and ifinal momenta of the nucleon, and

5 " P - P' i s the momentum transferred to the pion. Put F • p + p' , the

above expression becomes
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The ftrat meifljer of the commutator in E<j.C2Q), Vlll thus be Identified as the
Btatic Hetmiltonian

'S-S
'(22)

and i t is to evaluate this expresEion for <p, and T. satisfying (20)
end (21), We follow the same procedure as Fronsdal and Huff,and find the
follcwing harmonic series for the solution of the field equation (21):

« X " f l i l (23)

where the products PkSn a r e t l l e s^ x nnil tuBl1y orthogonal projection operators
for spin and isospin. I t is through the X's that the effects of spin and
isospin inertia shov up. But, as pointed out before, these effects are rather
slight except at very small distances, where our approximations are not
expected to be valid. We could then despense with such effects as we want
to find the potential at large and intermediary distances. In this case we
take the X's in (23) to be unity, and we find

{2»0

Before substituting this in Eq.{22) in order to find H . , one determines
•+ - • st

^ ( a g ) and ^ ( B ^ ) from the two coupled equations provided by E<l.(21t).
Doing th i s , one finds

H.. = (25)

vhere
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The result ire obtained In Eq..(25) is the same as the pure Yukava potential
Eq.ClT) except for strength at different values of r . It reproduces the
Yukawa potential for large separations between the two imcleonfi. However,
as r decreases, the modifying factor F(r) gradually increases until i t
reaches the value h at r a 0.8 F . The factor F(r) then becomes complex
for smaller values of r ; but this should not he disturbing. In fact, as
a consequence of the approximation marie, our result is not eipected to be
valid at such small values of r •
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